In previous papers [4; 5; 6] we constructed and studied many classes of operations on groups which have the following properties:
(1) Associative; (2) Commutative; ( 3) The resultant group contains isomorphic images of the original factors and is generated by them; (4) In the resultant group the intersection of a factor with normal subgroup generated by the remaining factors is the unit element.
Golovin [3] showed how to obtain all operations satisfying the last three conditions and called such operations regular multiplications.
Below we construct for every property (P, applicable to groups, a corresponding regular multiplication. If (P persists homomorphically and ceases freely, we shall show that this multiplication is associative. 0~> is said to persist homomorphically if from the fact that a group satisfies (P it follows that every homomorphic image of the group also satisfies (P. On the other hand, (P is said to cease freely if for every set of groups satisfying (P their free product does not satisfy (P.
We introduce a number of preliminary concepts which are all contained in Moran [6] . N(X) is said to be a normal subgroup function if it associates with every group G a normal subgroup N(G) of G. However, we are interested in the following more restrictive class of normal subgroup functions. N(X) is said to be a strongly characteristic subgroup function if N(X)<p ^ N(X<j>) for every homomorphism <p of X. This is equivalent to the condition that the normal subgroup be prescribed in such a manner that when extra defining relations are imposed on the group then the elements which originally belonged to the subgroup continue to remain therein. It seems that most of the well known normal subgroup functions, such as the Frattini subgroup, are of this type. We now construct for every property (P the following normal subgroup function P(X): P(X) is the union of all subgroups satisfying the property (P which are normal in X. If X has no such subgroup, then P(X) is taken to be the trivial subgroup. Lemma 1. If (P persists homomorphically, then P(X) is a strongly characteristic subgroup function.
Proof. Let H be a normal subgroup of X and suppose H satisfies (P. If </> is a homomorphism of X, then Hcf> satisfies (P and is normal in Xd). Hence H<b is contained in P(X<p), giving the required result.
Lemma 2. If & persists homomorphically and ceases freely, then a free product has no nontrivial normal subgroups satisfying (P.
Proof.
Suppose that the free product of the groups H$, fiEN, satisfies the property (P. As (P persists homomorphically it follows that all the free factors H$ also must satisfy (P. However, this contradicts the fact that (P ceases freely. Hence a free product does not satisfy (P. Now by the Kuros subgroup theorem [7] , a normal subgroup of a free product is either a free product or the infinite cyclic group or the infinite dihedral group. The first possibility is ruled out by the above argument.
It was proved in Moran [6] that a free product does not have nontrivial normal abelian subgroups. Lastly as the infinite dihedral group has a fully invariant cyclic subgroup, a free product does not have the infinite dihedral group as a normal subgroup. Hence the required result follows.
We are now in a position to state the following main result concerning the P*-multiplication which is defined by 2 Throughout this paper free product denotes a free product which has more than one free factor. We also exclude the infinite dihedral group. Because of the latter restriction, the associativity of the ^-multiplication may fail in the one particular case when Gai and Ga, are cyclic groups of order two, namely, (GaiN*Ga2) N*(Qa ^ai.afia) not ^TK*mG«-
ae.lt
Theorem. If (P persists homomorphically and ceases freely, then the corresponding P*-multiplication is an associative regular multiplication.
Proof. The above conditions (a) and (b) for associativity follow from Lemmas 1 and 2. It remains to show that
for every a in M. Let Ha be a normal subgroup of Ga and suppose further that Ha satisfies (P, then Ha is one of the generating subgroups of P(Ga). It is obviously true that Ha-[P(Ga), GB]F/[P(Ga), GB]F satisfies (P and is normal in IP*Ga.
It is interesting to notice that the value of P(X) for the associative P*-multiplication is given by p(iLp'g)j= IP^x p(g«).
Examples of properties (P of the above type are given by nilpotency, solubility, finiteness and periodicity.
Further examples are obtained by imposing any one of the first three conditions locally.
Another interesting example arises when (P denotes simplicity.
Corresponding to a property (P, there are many ways of obtaining a subgroup function P(X). The following would seem to be of particular interest as all the above results hold also for them after suitable changes in terminology: P(X) is the union of all accessible subgroups of X satisfying3 (P; P(X) is the union of all minimal normal subgroups of X satisfying (P; P(X) is the union of all minimal accessible subgroups of X satisfy-
The other cases that suggest themselves are obtained on replacing union by intersection and minimal by maximal with the added possible restriction that subgroups must be of finite index.6 However, the corresponding question concerning the associativity of their P*-multiplications is a much more difficult one and has not been settled even in the case when (P is vacuous. In this connection it is of interest to observe that when (P denotes nilpotency or local nilpotency some of the subgroup functions that arise are the same as those given above.
